
Overview
This is a special topics course on the theory of elliptic curves. The mathematics wewill study lies at the intersection of algebra and geometry, with significant motiva-tion coming from number theory and analysis.
The pre-history of our subject is the theory of quadratic equations, which geomet-rically arise as conics (the intersection of a plane with a cone). Given a conic, therewas a historic emphasis on describing special points, those points with rational co-ordinates. We call them rational points. What was known since antiquity is that onecould use geometric constructions, intersecting chords, to generate many rationalpoints from just one. This leads to, among other things, the classification of Pytha-georean triples, like (3, 4, 5), (5, 12, 13), and (8, 15, 17), which are the integer sidelengths of right triangles.
After conics, the next step is cubic equations. This is the realm of elliptic curves.To construct a point on the conic requires two things: a point and a line. Similarly,constructing a point on a cubic also requires two things: two points. While it mayseem in going from degree 2 to degree 3, you’ve traded two for two, the shift re-sults in remarkable complexity! In fact, the structure of points on a cubic curveis remarkably complex: it is actually an abelian group! Here we have the first deepconnection with algebra. The rest of the development of the theory will require evenmore algebra, so we omit it from this overview.
Our first goal in this course is to study elliptic curves and their group law. The maintheorem of the course will be that rational points form a finitely generated group.Following that we will turn toward more refined questions about cubic curves andtheir applications to computational questions in number theory and cryptography.Along the way we will make detailed detours in the connection between algebra andgeometry.
Learning goals

• Develop an understanding for how geometry can be studied using algebra.• Learn the connections between algebra, geometry, and number theory throughthe example of elliptic curves.• Gain experience searching for and studying advanced mathematics outsidethe classroom.• Practice explaining mathematics concepts to peers.• Prepare mathematical exposition for consumption by experts and peers alike.• Learn to develop and use computer software to make calculations in abstractmathematics.
Grade breakdown
15% Course contribution
30% Problem sets portfolios
15% Mini project
40% Research project
The default grade lines will be: >93% earns a 4.0, >90% earns a 3.7, >87% earnsa 3.3, >83% earns a 3.0, and so on. We reserve the right to make the gradelines
more generous.
Course contribution
The course contribution portion of your score will be determined by your presencein the course and the way you interact with the material. You may be active inclass discussions, or you may prefer to take careful notes and raise questions ordoubts in private. Both are valid ways of contributing to the class. Helping yourpeers navigate the material is yet another way. We expect you to earn full marks.Issues such as extraordinary absences (more than 3) or other disruptive behaviormay result in the lowering of the marks. We will dialogue about your contributionsthroughout the course, so that we are both clear.
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Material
Required texts
Silverman, J. H. and Tate, J. T. Rational Points on Elliptic Curves. 2nd Edition, 2015.Springer.
Available from the BMC bookstore. Also available on moodle in electronic form(thanks to TriCo library access).
Recommended texts
Ash, A. and Gross, R. Elliptic tales. Princeton University Press.Washington, L. Elliptic curves. Discrete mathematics and its applications. Chapman& Hall.Lozano-Robledo, A. Elliptic curves, modular forms, and their L-functions. Vol. 58 of
Student mathematical library. AMS.Cassels, J. W. S. Lectures on elliptic curves. Vol. 24 of LMS student texts. CambridgeUniversity Press.Cox, D. A. Primes of the form x2 + ny2. Wiley & Sons.
Further recommended texts (graduate level)
Husemöller, D. Elliptic curves. Vol. 11 of Graduate texts in mathematics. Springer.Koblitz, N. Introduction to elliptic curves and modular forms. Vol. 97 of Graduate
texts in mathematics. Springer.Silverman, J. H. The arithmetic of elliptic curves. Vol. 106 of Graduate texts in math-
ematics. Springer.Silverman, J. H. Advanced topics in the arithmetic of elliptic curves. Vol. 151 of Grad-
uate texts in mathematics. Springer.
Computers
We will try to learn some python and do some computer coding in this course. Anearly class period will be dedicated to this, but you may want to think about whereyou will want to access computing resources.
Accessibility
Bryn Mawr College is committed to providing equal access to students with a doc-umented disability. Students needing academic accommodations for a disabilitymust first register with Access Services. Students can call 610-526-7516 to makean appointment with the Access Services Director, Deb Alder, or email her the ad-dress dalder@brynmawr.edu to begin this confidential process. Once registered,students should schedule an appointment with the professor as early in the semesteras possible to share the verification form andmake appropriate arrangements. Pleasenote that accommodations are not retroactive and require advance notice to imple-ment. More information can be obtained at the Access Services website whose URLis http://www.brynmawr.edu/access-services/
Any student who has a disability-related need to tape record this class first mustspeak with the Access Services Director and to me, the instructor. Class membersneed to be aware that this class may be recorded.
Academic Integrity
The Bryn Mawr College Honor Code is in e�ect for all students enrolled in thiscourse. We also provide some specific guidelines for this course.
We expect you to consult multiple sources (other textbooks, peers, o�ce hours,etc.) in the process of the learning the material. However, any written work yousubmit should be in your own words and reflect your own understanding. The easiestway to achieve this, and an excellent way to make sure you understand what you arewriting, is to write up each piece of your final work alone and away from any notesyou’ve gathered. Remember, whether you are typing or handwriting an assignment,there is no need to create the “final product” all at once — you can write up a finalversion of a problem before moving onto solving the next one.

FAQs
? Why “elliptic”?
U You’re right to be skeptical,since when you draw an ellip-tic curve it does not look likean ellipse. We will discuss inthe class, however, that ellipticcurves arise naturally when youtry to calculate the arc length ofan ellipse. The correspondingintegrals were classically “ellip-tical integrals” and so the namestuck.
? Can I suggest my ownproject?
U Yes, of course! We ask only twothings. First, you run your sug-gestion by us. Second, you arenot re-using a project from aprevious experience.
? Do I need to know al-gebraic geometry?
U No! We will go over any of thealgebra and geometry we reallyneed.
? Do I need to know howto code?
U Not really. You’ll learn what youneed to. We are going to be us-ing a computer algebra systemcalled SAGE to do our computa-tions. Sometimes you will writeprograms by hand and some-times you will use in-built com-mands to do your work. Un-derstanding the math and logicwill be far more di�cult thanthe rudiments of python you willneed to pick up.



Late work and make-up policy
The “deliverables” for the course (problem sets, project pieces, etc.) will have assigned due dates and we expect you to meetthose dates except in remarkable circumstances. In case an issue arises:

• We ask for at least 24 hours notice for extension requests.• You should also include, when you request an extension, a new due date you will meet. (You are automatically given a24 hour extension, but the precise time beyond that is subject to approval.)
There are exceptions to the extension policy:

• You will not receive an extension on your mini project mathematical conversation.• You will not receive an extension on your research project presentation, since they will take place during class.
Problem set portfolios
Rather than having a problem set each week, we will have “portfolios” of problems due at somewhat irregular intervals.Problems will be regularly assigned in lecture (a few each class period). They will include:

• Problems assigned from the textbook (or written by me).• Computer programs/code you write in order to perform calculations.• Calculations performed in SAGE using pre-built computer programs.
Each problem will come with a number of ?’s in the range 1-4. A detailed list will be maintained on the course moodle page.
Every few weeks, I will ask you to choose problems to turn in for grading. Our only constraint will be the number of ?’s youmust turn in. It will never be more than half the possible number, but I could ask for less than half.
All problems with at least 3 stars are mandatory for students taking the course for graduate credit.
Research projects
In this course we will have a major research project due at the end of the course. It will include a written paper and an in-classpresentation. The goal of the research project is to determine a topic adjacent to elliptic curves, study it, and then presentyour findings to your peers.
Many of the projects, however, have prerequisites that we do not have time to cover in class. So, the project will be split intotwo pieces: a “mini project” and the “research project.” The mini project will be due partway through the semester.
Mini project
For your mini project you will:

• Choose a topic which technically does not appear in the course but will be helpful for doing a larger research project.• Write and submit a plan of study (at most 1 page). Your plan should identify the topic you have chosen, why you choseit, and at least 2 sources you will learn from. (Be specific.)• Update me, in writing, on benchmarks for how you will determine when you have learned your topic. (1-3 pages.)• (Optional) Prepare written solutions to exercises you solved in learning the topic.• Prepare an written summary (4-6 pages in length) of your topic in a narrative style. You should explain the relevantdefinitions and key results you learned, but you should not write 4-6 pages of a textbook. Consider this a briefingdocument a peer could read to catch up, if they needed to know what’s what.• Engage in a mathematical conversation with myself and, if applicable, a selection of your peers about your topic.
Research project
For the research project, you are encouraged to work with a partner. You could even choose this early and design your miniprojects to cover two separate minor topics! For the research project, you will:

• Choose an advanced topic in the theory of elliptic curves (from a list).• Write and submit a research proposal on your chosen topic.• Prepare a research paper (no more than 15 pages in length). A skeleton draft of your paper will be submitted before thefinal product is due.• Prepare a presentation (20-25 minutes) on your topic using slides, a poster, or the chalkboard.
Schedule
We will regularly update you on readings and topics in the course, but part of the nature of a topics course is to allow thecourse to evolve in a natural fashion. Let’s go!


